Bless the Work of Your Hands

Bless the Work of Your Hands, O God
Bless ____________ 's hands O Lord

... The hands that clean blood
... The hands that change pads
... The hands that poke needles
... The same hands that soothe
... The hands that give pills
... The hands that make beds
... The hands that offer water
... The hands that empty drains
... The hands that make phone calls
... The hands that hold other's hands

Bless these hands O Lord
The hands that are really Your hands.
The works that are really Your works.
The care that is really Your care.
Accomplished by the work of ____________'s hands.
Bless these hands, O Lord.

I "anoint" hands & R.N.S. C.N.A.'s, P.A.'s, etc.
with olive oil
fragnanced with
some fragrance oil
as I say the words
I hold the hands as I

I do this during Pastoral Care Week
and anytime there
is a need for
encouragement &
strengthening.

Chaplain Pat Duffield
Aspirus Wausau Hospital
Ps. I leave to paraphrased with
them also.